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OBERT WARREN notes that the same general recommendation has resulted from each of 112 surveys concerned with problems of metropolitan government: "replace the existing decentralized . . . governmental structure with a centralized . . . system of government for the total area." Warren also indicates that in almost no instance have the recommendations been acted upon. Two con* elusions seem evident from these facts. First, metropolitan regional planners engaging in these surveys were utilizing, perhaps implicitly, similar models of organization, and second, programs of action derived from these models proved to be unfeasible, in spite of the fact that a centralized government could capture economies of scale for many services and could coordinate the administration of the various communities in the metropolitan area. I n this paper, two case studies of suburban incorporation movements are used to identify several conditions which are relevant to an understanding of the processes of metropolitan decentralization. Before turning to the analysis of the two cases, it will be helpful to specify the general nature of the model of social organization within which the study was formulated. Alvin Gouldner has discussed two types of organizational model^.^ I n one type, the rational model, "the organization is conceived as an 'instrument' - that is, as a rationally conceived means to the realization of expressly announced group goals." Organizational change is viewed as a planned device used by administrators to increase the level of organizational efficiency. In the second type, the natural system model, the "realization of the goals of the system as a whole is but one of several important needs to which the organization is oriented." Further, "once established, organizations tend to generate new ends which constrain subsequent decisions and limit the manner in which the nominal group goals can be pursued." * Many of the criticisms of proposed remedies for the ills of metropolitan govern-



NOTE:This is a revision of a paper presented at the Berkeley meeting of the Regional Science Association, Western Section, June 29-30, 1962. 'Robert Warren, "The Framework of Change: A Case Study of the Seattle Metropolitan Area." Paper read at the Boulder meeting of the Western Political Science Association, March 30-31, 1961, pp. 1-2. 'Alvin Gouldner, "Organizational Analysis," chap. 18 in Sociology Today, eds. Robert K . Merton, Leonard Broom, and Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr. (New York: Basic Books, 1959). Gouldner, loc. cit., p. 404. Ibid., p. 405. 198
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ment developed by city and regional planners relate to their failure to use a natural system modeL5 This type of model is one point of departure for this paper.6 In both of the two communities under consideration incorporation was proposed by leaders in reaction to a proposed change in the status quo by the county.? I t passed in one of the communities (Lakeview) but failed to generate sufficient support to be placed on the ballot in the other community (Northside). The success of one movement and the failure of the other offer a useful contrast for viewing metropolitan decentralization. The two communities had in common : proximity to a large metropolitan center; single-family residential patterns; almost no employment base ; a common school district; and a complaint against county government which administers both areas. The areas differed in that Lakeview had less than 1,500 residents; and it was one of more than a dozen communities comprising the larger area, Northside, with a population of 50,000. Lakeview has been in existence since before World War I, whereas many of the other communities in the Northside area did not develop until after World War 11. The major provocation for the Lakeview incorporation attempt was a petition to rezone for commercial use a piece of property which formerly had been zoned for private residence only. In Northside, the incorporation issue arose when a county commissioner pledged a portion of the local road funds for a project elsewhere in the county. The outcomes of the two incorporation proposals appear to have been related to several significant differences in the structure and organization of the communities in which they occurred. In the following sections, five such factors will be discussed, and the relationship of each to the success or failure of incorporation will be indicated. FACTORS I NFLUENCING REACTIONS Factor I : T h e degree of threat or advantage; the extent to which an action jeopardizes or enhances local valuesS Initial reactions to incorporation proposals by residents of an area may range from strong opposition, stemming from a fear that the cure may be worse than the illness which provoked the proposal, through indifference and ambivalence, to strong support on the grounds that this is the best solution to the community's problems. For some, incorporation offers business opportunities and the probability of better services; for others, it promises petty bureaucracy and financial ruin. Our assumption is that when values are shared by a substantial majority of the residents,



' Cf. Warren, op. cit.,



passim, and Vincent Ostrom, Charles M. Tiebout, and Robert Warren, "The Organization of Government in Metropolitan Areas: A Theoretical Inquiry," APSR, 55 (December 1961), 831-42, passim, for comments implicitly relevant to both types of models. For a discussion of those elements of the frame of reference specifically related to community organization, see: Gordon W. Blackwell, "A Theoretical Framework for Research in Community Organization," Social Forces, 33 (October 1954). ' The data reported in the body of this paper were adapted from a study of the mechanisms used by top community leaders in their attempts to influence the decisions of voters. 'The "factors" are not intended to be unidimensional in the scaling sense. Rather they are clusters of interrelated variables. This factor, for example, involves the issue itself, perception of the issue, local values, and the degree of consensus concerning these values.
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there will be agreement with respect to the merits of incorporation; and if incorporation is perceived as an effective means of preserving or enhancing these common values, it is likely to succeed. However, if the degree of consensus on local values is low, collective action by the community is less likely. Proposals to incorporate presented by leaders in the two communities met with strikingly different reactions. In Northside, few residents responded with either opposition or support. More persons from Lakeview turned up at the first public hearing on rezoning than the total of the volunteers of both the pro- and anti-incorporation groups in Northside throughout the campaign, despite the fact that Lakeview was only one-thirtieth as large as Northside. Thus, the rezoning petition struck a responsive chord in Lakeview where there was very broad support for maintaining the community's residential character, while the road fund issue in Northside aroused little public interest. Naturally, the initial reaction to the incorporation proposal may be modified eventually by a variety of conditions, including new information, the view one's friends and relatives take of the matter, and the effects of the incorporation campaign itself. However, the initial reaction may be so strong or weak as to affect the proponents' plan to push on, delay, or give up the idea entirely.



Factor 2: Inuolvement with the area; itsstrength and breadth A second dimension affecting the ease or difficulty in forming political governments has to do with the strength of an individual's involvement with an area and the breadth of the area to which this involvement is extended. The area of involvement varies enormously; at one time or another it is the block, the real estate development, the school district, or even larger units, depending on the issue at hand. Where individuals draw small boundaries, events occurring in adjacent areas, while perhaps lamentable, arouse little or no response. The size of an individual's boundary thus affects the likelihood that he will become active on an issue. Since zoning- issues and other such controversies occur not infrequently and are scattered over a broad area, the larger one's area of involvement, the more likely he will be to respond to these controversies. Each of the dozen or so residential communities making up Northside is generally represented by a locally oriented community club, which adopts the name of the district and tends to define community boundaries for the residents. However, there is very little inter-neighborhood involvement, little involvement with the Northside area as a whole (though a common school district is beginning to promote this) and, in fact, some evidence of inter-neighborhood hostility. For example, when a rezoning problem occurred in one of the residential communities, no support was offered by neighboring areas. Furthermore, area-wide community identification was so weak that the proposal to incorporate the entire area was met with counterproposals to exclude several subareas or to incorporate some of them separately. Strong involvement with the entire area of Lakeview, on the other hand, provoked high levels of reaction and assured the proponents that enough signatures on petitions for incorporation could be obtained to hold an election.
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The data in Table 1 illustrate the relationship between involvement with the community and support for incorporation. Persons who intended to make Lakeview their permanent residence more often favored incorporation than those who expressed an intention to move away. Of those who intended to stay, two and onehalf times as many favored incorporation as opposed it. Of those who were considering moving away from the community, only about half as many favored incorporation as opposed it. These data suggest that persons highly involved with the community will be more likely to support proposals designed to protect the community than persons less involved. TABLE 1



INTENTION TO STAY IN THE COMMUNITY AND VOTEINTENTION (in percentages) Intention t o Stay in Community



VOTE INTENTION 



Pro-incorporation



Yes ...................................... 59 Not sure and no .................. 26



Undecided



Anti-incorporation



Total 



17 28



24 46



100 (N=170) 



100 (N= 50) 



Factor 3: Leadership structure; its nature and resources Observations in Northside and Lakeview show the importance of leadership in relation to an issue's development. Northside, incredible as it may seem, lacked any semblance of area-wide leadership. No one, aside from school-district functionaries who kept hands off the incorporation issue, was known over the entire community. No organization had been able to elevate its leaders to prominence. Few means were available to give legitimacy to incorporation proponents without support from respected and well-known figures. Given this situation in Northside, the proponents of incorporation were faced with such persistent questions about themselves as: "Who are they?" "What's in it for them?" Furthermore, the proponents of incorporation lacked a ready-made cadre of leaders, veterans of previous community issues, who had worked together and had established broad contacts throughout the community which could be used to promote a campaign. The attempt to incorporate failed, in no small measure, as a result of the difficulties in forming a legitimized and cohesive structure of active workers. By contrast, Lakeview incorporation leaders were for the most part organized in a single evening. Many of them had already worked together on previous issues and were respected throughout the community. The presence of a structure of leadership provides a valuable resource-experienced and trusted manpower. But leadership structures differ in the resources they can tap. Among the Lakeview proponents were lawyers, a certified public accountant, business executives, and others with recognized skills and contacts who lent competence and an image of integrity to their case. Their opponents, however, had no existing structure of leaders and had to create such a group in a short period of time. Instead of facing a well-integrated opposition camp or camps, the proponents of incorporation faced an opposition composed primarily of discrete and isolated in-
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dividuals, or at most a hastily organized, small, ad hoc group of antis. I n this connection, the presence of a well-defined leadership structure may require, should a proposal for incorporation originate outside this group, that it be channeled through the leadership structure or else the proponents may have to organize an entire set of campaigners in much the same way as the proponents in Northside had to "start from scratch." There are numerous critical stages during the life cycle of a community issue. Probably one of the most important of these is the interpretation, early in an issue's development, that an event has some relevance, favorable or unfavorable, for the public. Leaders play a key role in this interpretation. The respected leaders in Lakeview had at their command sufficient resources so that they were able to publicize the proposed commercial rezoning and to make it a salient issue in the community by linking it to local values. However, the incorporation proponents in Northside did not have available the same entree into the community, and were never effectively able to raise the salience of the road fund proposal to the level of a vital issue.



Factor 4: Organizational structure of the community Another factor which is of crucial importance in determining- the success or failure of incorporation movements is the extent to which the community is socially organized and the form which this social organization assumes. Of special concern is the degree to which organized groups integrate the community into a single cohesive unit and provide a communications network composed of interpersonal relationships which reach a majority of residents. O n the other hand, such organizations may divide the community into sub-units and/or opposing camps so that an integrative system of close interpersonal relationships and communications is lacking. In Lakeview, the community club, with a history of active concern over community-wide issues, served as a forum for the discussion of local problems. Until recently, a single P.T.A. served the entire community. A swimming club with its own pool, and several other organizations drew their membership almost exclusively from the local area as did the community club. Furthermore, a number of active citizens held common membership in several of these groups. Several women formed the nucleus of an extensive web of interpersonal contacts and friendships which involved a substantial proportion of the community's population. Thus, common membership, mutual interests, and shared activities united a substantial proportion of Lakeview residents. I n Northside, by contrast, organized groups having area-wide membership were virtually nonexistent. The one unifying organization was the school system; however, the schools have maintained a policy of avoiding controversial community issues. The several neighborhoods were relatively homogeneous internally with respect to the characteristics of their residents and housing, but there was considerable heterogeneity between neighborhoods. Northside was fragmented into small subunits which had relatively little in common. Some of these sub-units were internally cohesive and were integrated about their own local schools or community clubs, but there were few effective linkages between these various sub-areas. Residents in Lakeview, interacting through common organizational affiliations, had established an informal but effective channel for communicating information
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and propaganda to much of the population. This system and the interpersonal friendships underlying it provided a means for the exercise of influence and broadening the base of support for the m ~ v e m e n t .I~t should be noted that such channels are open to both proponents and opponents of an issue so that while they facilitate the mobilization of support, they also facilitate the mobilization of opposition, provided that opponents occupy a position equally favorable within the social structure. However, in Lakeview, the proponents of incorporation had a considerable advantage over the opponents in this regard. Obviously, communication channels based on social organizations do not extend to persons who are not members, and it is interesting to note (Table 2) that in the Lakeview election, more than two and one-half times as many members of local community organizations favored incorporation as opposed it. O n the other hand, among those who belonged to no community organization, there was as much opposition as support. These data indicate clearly that organizational membership was associated with a favorable attitude toward the formation of a new government. Questionnaire data also indicated some personal hostility toward the pro-incorporation leaders on the part of persons who were not members of local organizations. TABLE 2 ORC~ANIZATION MEMBERSHIP AND VOTEINTENTION (in percentages)



Membership in Organizations



VOTE INTENTION



Pro-incorporation



Yes ...................................... 60 No ........................................ 43



Undecided



Anti-incorporation



17 11



23 46



Total I00 (N=137) 



100 ( N = 71) 



Unlike the groups in Lakeview, Northside had a few groups with overlapping memberships and, with the possible exception of the P.T.A., no such efficient communication structure existed. There was no simple, obvious, and visible way for the proponents of the Northside incorporation to reach from group to group or subcommunity to sub-community. The possibilities of building effective linkages between issue leaders and community residents were, therefore, very much more remote in Northside than in Lakeview. The degree of conflict or harmony that exists among local social groups appears to facilitate or hinder an incorporation movement. In Lakeview, there was no evidence of strong conflict between organizations; in fact, common memberships seemed to promote intergroup harmony. However, the data from Table 3 indicate a sharp cleavage on support for incorporation by residents from different socioeconomic levels. White-collar families supported incorporation by almost six to one, whereas blue-collar families opposed it by three to two. Our data from Northside permit no analysis of this point. I t is ironic, though, that the proponents of incorporation had, by questioning school policies, antagonized An alternative or supplementary communication channel in many communities would be the local newspaper. There was none in Lakeview. The press would have the disadvantage of impersonality in contrast to the person-to-person contacts under consideration here.
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Socioeconomic Status



VOTE INTENTION



Pro-incorporation



White Collar ...................... 70 Blue Collar .......................... 36 Retired ................................ 35



Undecided



Anti-incorporation



18 9 20



12 55 45



Total



I00 ( N = 117) 



I00 ( N = 33) 



I00 (N= 20) 



several important P.T.A. presidents who through their organizations could have provided a means, probably the only means, for the proponents to contact nearly every home in the area. I n Lakeview, P.T.A. leaders, far from hindering, made extensive use of their contacts in working for incorporation. The number of social organizations in the community, the extent to which their memberships overlap, the accessibility of leaders to residents and to one another via a communications system, the extent of conflict between organizational members and organizational isolates, and interorganizational friction, are all important social organizational factors affecting the success of a movement. Factor 5: The campaign About half of the residents of Lakeview were personally contacted by antiincorporation campaigners and 81 per cent were contacted by pro-incorporation campaigners. As has been repeatedly demonstrated in other studies, personal contacts play an important role in influencing voters' decisions. The data in Table 4 again document the power of this factor. Of the residents contacted by neither pronor anti-incorporation campaigners by the time of our interview, only 39 per cent favorea incorporation. On the other hand, of those voters contacted by pro-workers, three-fourths favored incorporation. Thus, the pro-incorporation campaign appears to have been effective. Finally, among those residents who were personally contacted by representatives of both the pro- and anti-incorporation forces, the proposition favoring incorporation dropped to 41 per cent. This latter observation suggests that the anti-incorporation campaign, although started late and poorly staffed and organized, was also influential. I t seems clear that campaign effects themselves played an important role in the final outcome of the election. TABLE 4 CONTACT BY CAMPAIGNERS AND VOTEINTENTION (in percentages) VOTE INTENTION



Contacted by



Pro-incorporation



Pros Only ............................ 75 Both .................................... 41 Antis Only .......................... 33 Neither ................................ 39



Undecided



Anti-incorporation



12 21 17 8



13 38 50 53



Total



100 I00 100 I00



( N = 84) 



( N = 96) 



(N= 6) 



( N = 36) 
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Just as the five factors discussed above affect the probability of success or failure of a local suburban incorporation proposal, they also have implications for other types of community issues. I n particular, they probably are related to the passage or defeat of proposals for instituting metropolitan government or special service districts encompassing the entire metropolitan area. Persons with values rooted in unique aspects of their local residential community would be likely to react unfavorably to any proposal to increase the scale of government for the metropolitan region, whereas residents with cosmopolitan conceptions of the region would be expected to support it. Similarly, metropolitan governmental integration might pass given strong metropolitan-wide leadership and effective intercommunity organizational ties, which would provide for the possibility of an effective interpersonal network of communications needed for the establishment of community-wide consensus and the interpretation of current issues in terms of this consensus as well as for the mobilization of support. These five factors, with appropriate modification, may well be related to issues on still a broader scale involving interstate cooperation, e.g., in prisons, medical schools, or highway programs, interregional economic programs in Congress, or even international cooperative efforts such as the European Common Market or a United Arab Republic. Another inference from the Lakeview data may be of interest. I t is commonly assumed that the existence of many small politically independent suburbs retard the development of a metropolitan government, unless the pattern of fragmentation becomes so intense that absolute chaos forces some type of integration. Suburban incorporation would appear to make metropolitan government more difficult than ever to achieve. One observation leads us to question a part of this assumption. Incorporation leaders in Lakeview (and for that matter, in Northside as well) and most of the residents clearly envisioned a minimum local government. Legal requirements made it mandatory for Lakeview, if it incorporated, to furnish its own police protection and road maintenance as well as local zoning and planning, but it was only the latter which was really at issue. A substantial majority of leaders and voters would have been just as happy not to undertake all the responsibilities of running a municipal government had it been possible to handle the land-use questions satisfactorily in some other manner. This suggests that proposals for some form of limited regional government or centralization of services might win support, if suburban communities were given a certain amount of choice as to which and what level of services to contract for with the centralized agency and which ones to provide locally, with perhaps a few compulsory services on a regional basis. If the observations reported here apply generally, incorporations would not necessarily preclude the formation of a centralized agency providing many municipal services. An alternative hypothesis is that lower socioeconomic suburban units would be amenable to annexation to the central city or to proposals for centralization of services because their local tax base would not be sufficient to provide desired services, and they would stand to gain, in terms of a services-to-taxes ratio, by affiliation with
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a larger unit. O n the other hand, middle-class suburbs such as Lakeview, and certainly upper-class suburbs, would attempt to solve governmental problems by incorporation, and they would resist annexation or proposals for centralization of services which would be apt to weaken their services-to-taxes ratio. There was some discussion in Lakeview that local assessed valuation was above the average of the surrounding unincorporated territory and, consequently, that the residents were subsidizing other communities through county government. O n the other hand, administrators of larger governmental units, whether city, county, or metropolitan, might be expected to attempt to counter the impact of such arguments by being somewhat conscious of the expectations, life styles, and demands of various local areas and by allocating services in a manner partially consistent with tax receipts from various local areas rather than on a basis of strict equality.



Two case studies hardly permit a definitive analysis of the operation of the political process in metropolitan elections. Nevertheless, the data suggest that the following factors are among those which may maximize the chances that a suburban community will incorporate : ( 1) widespread agreement on local values which are being threatened (or which can be materially advanced by incorporation) ;(2) strong personal involvement encompassing the entire community; ( 3 ) well-organized community leaders with adequate resources; (4) a variety of social organizations which provide a communications network extending into all segments of the community; and (5) an effective campaign for incorporation. A suburb characterized by the opposite of each of the above would seem to be least likely to incorporate. I t is to be understood with respect to these five dimensions that a form of equilibrium is implied such that weakness on one dimension might be overcome by strength on others. A strong threat could provide the impetus to a successful incorporation despite inadequate leadership, just as strong leadership with many resources might overcome the disadvantage of a low level of involvement with an area. Undoubtedly, additional data would force qualification of some of the above conclusions and would suggest other factors as important for suburban incorporation and metropolitan decentralization as those here discussed. The preceding analysis indicates that if viewed from the perspective of the natural system model, the decentralized governmental structure of a metropolitan area reflects the existence of a number of communities organized around a variety of different values and functioning under a variety of different social conditions. The central bureaucratic value of rational, efficient production of services is only one concern of the residents. Governmental decentralization appears to be a technique used by these residents for the preservation of values which they feel are threatened as the scale of government is increased. Therefore the rational model of social organization, frequently employed implicitly by planners, must be modified if it is to provide an adequate basis for the development of a workable plan for increasing the scale of urban government.1° lo



These observations are in general consistent with those of Warren, op. cit., and Ostrorn et al., op. cit.
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